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Treasurer 
Minister for Planning and Local Government 
Minister for State Growth
Level 9 15 Murray Street HOBART  TAS 7000 Australia 
Ph: +61 3 6165 7670 
Email: treasureroffice@dpac.tas.gov.au

Minister for Infrastructure 
Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Management
Level 5, Salamanca Building, Parliament Square  
4 Salamanca Palce 
HOBART  TAS 7000 Australia
Ph: (03) 6165 7686

The Hon Barnaby Joyce MP  
Minister for Infrastructure and Transport 
PO Box 6022 
House of Representatives 
Parliament House 
Canberra ACT 2600

Dear Deputy Prime Minister,

We are writing further to the recent meeting between Tasmanian Logistics Committee Chairman, Mr Brett Charlton, and then-
Minister Chester’s Office regarding the Australian Government’s extension of the Tasmanian Freight Equalisation Scheme (TFES) as  
of 1 January 2016.

Tasmania welcomes the Australian Government’s continued support of the TFES, which is a significant driver of the success of our 
export sector.

As you know, the Australian Government has provided assistance to shippers of freight between Tasmania and mainland Australia 
under the TFES since 1976.  

The decision to extend the TFES in January 2016 to include eligible goods being shipped to the mainland, regardless of final 
destination, provided further confidence to Tasmanian exporters of a level playing field to compete in other markets. The extended 
TFES makes Tasmanian exports more viable and will allow our export sector growth to accelerate as new international markets are 
identified and volumes increase.

In the year to November 2017, the ABS estimated that Tasmania’s nominal merchandise exports grew by 22.9 percent year-on-year. 

While that figure is impressive, it should be remembered that the cost of exporting has also increased and it is not all net benefit to 
the exporter.  

To provide a better understanding of the impact of the extension of the TFES to exports destined for international markets, and to 
provide information about some of the ongoing challenges, Regional Development Australia (Tasmania) has prepared a report based 
on the data available from the first eighteen months of the operation of the extended TFES and on case studies examining eleven 
Tasmanian businesses. 

We are pleased to recommend the report to you and to the Department of Infrastructure and Transport. The case studies detail 
how the TFES, at a business level, has encouraged new and additional export activity, generated employment, encouraged Tasmanian 
industries to further invest in themselves and enabled them to attract outside investment.  

A significant conclusion, from a longer viewpoint, is the need for continuity in export stimulus policies and the need to ensure the 
TFES is not changed in a regressive way.  

The Tasmanian Government re-affirms its strong support for the extension of the TFES for goods transhipped on the mainland to 
other markets.  The enhancement of the scheme levels the playing field and allows more Tasmanian businesses to participate in high 
value global markets.

Yours sincerely

Peter Gutwein MP Hon M.T. (Rene) Hidding MP
Treasurer Minister for Infrastructure
Minister for State Growth
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executive summary 
the introduction of the extension to the tasmanian freight equalisation scheme (tfes) to cover international exports transhipped 
through mainland ports, has removed a significant impediment to tasmanian exporters competing on equal terms in international 
markets with mainland competitors and those from other countries.

the initiative is achieving its goal, namely to remedy the cost disadvantage faced by tasmanian exporters as a result of the almost 
total reliance on shipping services for the transport of their goods. thus, tasmanian businesses are now more competitive and are 
able to compete on the basis of quality. this places them in a good position to benefit from federal and state initiatives to promote 
trade and investment, including recently concluded free trade agreements.

While it is too early to analyse longer term trends, the first eighteen months of operation of the extension to the scheme (from 
1 January 2016 to 30 June 2017) have seen claims by tasmanian businesses largely in line with expectations. the number of 
claims are growing as more tasmanian businesses become aware of the scheme and, importantly, as they develop international 
markets for their products. Claims data shows that diverse sectors are benefiting from the initiative including mining, forestry, 
manufacturing, seafood, dairy and other agribusiness.

the raw numbers tell only part of the story. our consultations with tasmanian exporters from a range of industry sectors on 
the broader impact of the extension to the tfes have yielded a number of common themes. In particular, they identified positive 
outcomes for their businesses that have been achieved since the enhanced tfes was introduced in 2016. 

to better understand these outcomes and provide more detail about the impact on individual businesses, we put a series of 
questions to eleven businesses that participated in a case study analysis. their responses appear in the body of this document. 
Common themes resulting from these discussions include:

positive outcomes
 • Improved confidence in business model 

 • new investment in plant and equipment

 • additional development of international markets

 • diversification of income base

 • less reliance on domestic markets (australia)

 • Improved employment outcomes (part time and full time)

 • Innovative product development and design for new markets

from our analysis of the claims data and from the results of our case studies of tasmanian businesses, we conclude that the 
extension of the tfes is working well, that it is being received well by tasmanian exporters and that it is achieving its objectives of 
facilitating exports and promoting broader diversification, investment and employment. 

We believe continuing the tfes extension is vital to maintaining the momentum and build on the outcomes already achieved by 
tasmanian exporters since 2016.

ongoing Challenges
at the same time, our consultations revealed continuing challenges facing the tfes. addressing these challenges could further 
assist in delivering the full benefits to tasmanian businesses.

 •  awareness of the tfes scheme among tasmanian businesses, both for domestic and international exports, remains 
limited, including on how these businesses can successfully make claims for eligible freight tasks.

 •  there is potentially a role for government (state and federal) and / or the private sector to work together to provide a 
tailored advisory service to tasmanian business about the eligibility of their freight task under the tfes.  
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other Considerations 
While the extension to the tfes addresses the disadvantage in terms of cost faced by tasmanian exporters in accessing 
international markets, the broader issue of access to efficient and competitive transport services remains a significant issue for 
tasmanian businesses.

 •  understanding and responding to the changing freight task for tasmania, and the complexities of delivering multiple 
and varying cargo loads to market, will continue to present logistical challenges which will need to be carefully 
managed. this may flow into future infrastructure development, vessel size and configuration to satisfy changing export 
requirements. 

 •  there will continue to be a need for collaboration between the freight industry, government and exporters to further 
enhance tasmania’s freight capacity. We welcome the initiative of the tasmanian government to launch the tasmanian 
Integrated freight strategy and we look forward to working with all other stakeholders to implement it.
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purpose 
this document has been prepared to provide an understanding of the benefits of the australian government’s four-year 
commitment to the extension of the current tasmanian freight equalisation scheme (tfes) to cover international exports 
transhipped through mainland ports and, in particular, the impact this initiative has had on the tasmanian business community. 

the report does this in two ways. firstly it briefly analyses the data on claims and payments made in the first eighteen months of the 
operation of the extension to the tfes (1 January 2016 to 30 June 2017). however, it acknowledges that more detailed monitoring 
of the impact of the additional component of the tfes (in terms of the volume and value of eligible claims) is being conducted by the 
bureau of Infrastructure, transport and regional economics (bItre) in line with relevant ministerial directions. 

secondly, it includes the results of direct consultations we conducted with tasmanian businesses that have made claims under 
the extension to the tfes to gain a broader understanding of the impact this has had on their business operations, development of 
international markets and investment in new product development and design. 

Importantly, this report serves to illustrate that the tasmanian economy is diversifying its traditional industry base to establish new 
export market opportunities not previously explored. 

a number of businesses contributed to this report. While the number of businesses is not overly large or totally representative of 
every industry sector in tasmania, they provide a representative sample that helps us understand how their respective business 
models have changed and what common themes have emerged.

finally, this report provides conclusions and recommendations based on the collective views of the various business owners that 
have been approached to compile the case studies. 
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background  
tasmania
tasmania is in a unique position as the only australian state that has a heavy reliance on shipping to transport its goods. In fact, 
almost 99 per cent of tasmania’s freight by volume is moved by sea. While tasmanian businesses now enjoy an improved frequency 
of shipping services provided by three shipping lines across bass strait, the rate of charge for freight is levied commercially and 
these rates vary in seasonal peak periods when demand is high and supply is limited.

export off-island is vital to the tasmanian economy, which is growing at a steady rate (with comparable rates of employment when 
compared with australian mainland states). addressing the issues of bass strait shipping to achieve the best possible outcomes 
– namely, to secure a reliable and cost-effective shipping service to domestic and international locations – is key to ensuring the 
tasmanian economy continues to grow.

Figure 1 Tasmanian Freight movements (major Ports), 2016/17

Source: TasPorts Annual Report 2016 - 2017
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 domestic shipping services
three main shippers provide a regular bass strait shipping service from the ports of devonport and burnie to melbourne: toll, 
searoad and tt line, the latter being a tasmanian government business enterprise (gbe).

between these shippers, approximately 900 sailings occur annually between melbourne and tasmania (and return) with 
approximately 320,000 container movements (235,000 full and 85,000 empty). In addition, approximately 65,000 wheeled unit 
(trailer) movements occur with 50,000 full trailers and 15,000 empty trailers.

almost 99 per cent of tasmania’s freight is carried by sea, with the remainder by air. the majority of tasmania’s sea freight is 
destined for domestic markets, with just over 11 per cent of freight transhipped, primarily through melbourne, for international 
export.

the net outflows and inflows of freight are approximately the same and this substantiates the reliance tasmania has on sea freight 
as a lifeline for its economy.   

International shipping services
In addition to the domestic services available, additional routes are also offered by international shippers that visit tasmania 
including msC, swire and maersk. these carriers use tasmania as a stop-off point en route to international destinations via 
mainland australia. 

these international services have only been introduced in the last 24 months and their long-term viability will rely on tasmanian 
exporter support and cost advantage in comparison to the more widely used domestic cargo option to melbourne and then 
overseas. 
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the tasmanian freight 
equalisation scheme

history of the tfes
the scheme was introduced in July 1976 by the australian government to alleviate the freight cost disadvantage incurred by 
shippers of eligible non-bulk goods moved between the mainland and tasmania by sea.1

“The TFES provides financial assistance for cost incurred by shippers of eligible non-bulk goods moved by sea between Tasmania 
and mainland Australia. The amount of assistance is based on the difference between the freight costs of moving the goods by 
sea and the notional freight costs of moving them by road over an equivalent distance. The objective of the Scheme is to provide 
Tasmanian industries with equal opportunities to compete in other markets, recognising that, unlike their mainland counterparts, 
Tasmanian shippers do not have the option of transporting goods interstate by road or rail. Assistance is also available for eligible 
non-bulk goods shipped between the main island of Tasmania and either King Island or the islands of the Furneaux Group”.2

productivity Commission report into tasmanian shipping  
and freight, 2014
the inquiry, undertaken in 2014, allowed key participants and stakeholders in the tasmanian freight and logistics supply chain to 
provide evidence and insights related to the tfes to help determine its effectiveness in providing a level playing field for tasmanian 
exporters when compared to their mainland counterparts. In its report, the productivity Commission found there would be merit in 
extending the tfes to include non-bulk goods whose final destination was an overseas market.

recoMMenDation 6 (cHapter 3) 

In the absence of a regular direct international container service (direct service) from tasmania, there is a case to extend the 
tasmanian freight equalisation scheme to all eligible commodities (as specified in the ministerial directions) shipped to the port 
of melbourne or any other mainland ports and subject to no net increase in the overall assistance provided by the scheme. the 
australian government should determine the merit and timing of such an extension following: 

 •  discussion with the tasmanian government to ensure a mutually consistent policy approach 

 •  an assessment of the extent to which the potential resumption of a commercially viable direct service would be 
compromised by such an extension of the scheme, and advanced by potential coastal shipping reform 

 •  agreement having been secured with the relevant shipping lines to provide pricing and cost data to the bureau of 
Infrastructure, transport and regional economics (as per recommendation 3). 3

1 bItre tasmanian freight equalisation – other markets review draft report Chapter 1 introduction, december 2017

2 https://infrastructure.gov.au/transport/programs/maritime/tasmanian/

3 productivity Commission Inquiry into tasmanian shipping and freight – recommendations page 31
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extension to the tasmanian freight equalisation scheme (International 
exports) 2015
In march 2015, the australian government responded to the recommendations of the productivity Commission’s report by 
announcing an extension of the tfes (commencing 1st January 2016) to include the 11 per cent (approximately) of exports from 
tasmania that were not previously supported by the scheme. With a commitment of $50.75 million additional funding per annum for 
the following 4 years, the objective of this funding was to ease the cost of international export for the many tasmanian businesses 
that trade internationally. 

evidence provided by members of the Joint Commonwealth and tasmanian economic Council (JCteC), industry bodies, 
representatives and independent reference groups, all concluded that the opportunity to expand the tfes would be the best option 
for removing a significant impediment for tasmanian exporters seeking to tranship their product to international markets.

under this policy, eligible shipments destined for overseas markets via transhipment through a mainland port receive assistance 
at the flat rate of $700 per twenty foot equivalent unit (teu), with shippers from King Island and the furneaux group of Islands 
receiving a 15 per cent additional loading. 

Impact of the extension of the tfes: evidence to date:
the following analysis draws on data from the Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics – Tasmanian Freight 
Equalisation – Other Markets Report, December 2017

In the 18 months beginning 1 January 2016, since the extension of the tfes to include international exports, $30 million has been 
paid for eligible claims covering exports to international markets (figure 2). 

at first glance, this rate of payment is significantly below the budgeted rate of $50.75 million per annum. however, closer 
examination of the data indicates that, after a slow start, the rate of payment is now approaching anticipated levels. 

the total payments under the tfes for “other markets” for the whole of 2016 was $15.75 million (22.5 thousand teus of goods 
shipped) while, for the first six months of 2017, total payments were $14.45 million (20.7 thousand teus). 

there is a lag between when a claim is lodged and when it is accepted or rejected. the data is thus preliminary. nevertheless, the 
above data indicates two trends – the rate of claim by existing claimants is increasing and new exporters are now using the tfes 
extension to make claims for their international exports. this is exactly what the policy was intended to achieve: to encourage 
established exporters to further develop and diversify their export markets and to encourage more businesses to compete in 
overseas markets.

We expect that the rate of claims will increase as tasmanian exporters continue to develop their respective markets, as they 
increase production to meet the increased demand and resulting exports are made.

the $30 million figure for total payments made for eligible exports under the extended tfes in its first eighteen months of operation 
comprises 1,411 payments made to 163 different claimants. as shown in table 1 below, these payments represent exports from a 
range of sectors including minerals, timber, manufacturing, seafood, dairy and other agribusiness products. once again, this is a 
good indicator of success of the extended scheme – businesses across the full range of sectors are benefitting from the initiative.

Figure 2 TFes payments by component: 1 january 2016 to 30 january 2017

inTersTaTe - $166.76 million

inTrasTaTe - $3.01 million

oTher markeTs - $30.20 million
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Table 1  TFes other markets claims: top twenty commodity categories, 
 Teus and payments, 1 january 2016 to 30 january 2017

Commodity
Total volume 

(thousands Teus)
Total payments 

(million $)

metals - unwrought copper/nickel/lead/zinc 9.78 $6.85

metals - aluminum powder/paste/ingots 8.43 $5.90

newsprint 6.25 $4.56

Vegetables - fresh 3.32 $2.32

meat - frozen/processed/other 2.58 $1.80

dairy - milk (processed) 1.76 $1.23

animal feed - preparations 1.42 $0.99

meat - fresh/chilled/hanging 1.18 $0.82

animal products - wool 0.91 $0.63

Wood - processed 0.81 $0.56

Confectionery and chocolate products 0.64 $0.44

metal ores - tin 0.62 $0.43

Waste - scrap paper or paperboard 0.60 $0.42

metal ores - other ores and concentrates 0.56 $0.39

Waste - metal waste and scrap 0.52 $0.36

Vegetables - frozen/processed/prepared 0.44 $0.30

fruit - fresh 0.39 $0.26

dairy - cheese and curd 0.37 $0.25

fish - fresh or chilled 0.36 $0.23

metals - ash/residue containing metal compounds 0.24 $0.16

total - all commodities 43.17 $30.20

We expect that the claims made to date, in the first eighteen months of the extended tfes, largely represent the current “state 
of play” in respect of traditional and established tasmanian industry sectors that were already engaged in export. however, 
the extension of the tfes is likely to complement other state and federal government initiatives to promote trade, including the 
finalisation of free trade agreements with major export markets, and influence the number of exporters, the types of exports and the 
value of the claims over the coming years.

In terms of shipping volumes, one way to measure the impact of the tfes extension is to compare the number of container 
movements undertaken by both domestic and international shippers from tasmania to international destinations via mainland ports 
before and after the introduction of the extension to the tfes. 

the information in table 2 has been provided by tasports and verified by the port of melbourne.

note:  shipments for relevant year, claims accepted and paid. trade summarised as teus. excludes entries with nil payments. data rounded to 
whole values. tfes claims data was provided bt department of human services as at 5 august 2017 and is therefore preliminary.

source:  bItre analysis of tfes database
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Table 2  Container movements from Tasmania to international destinations 
 undertaken by domestic and international shippers

Financial Year measure

July 2015 - June 2016 July 2016 - June 2017 increase %

Domestic shippers 23,573 24,254 2.9

international shippers 4,769 7,255 52.1

total 28,342 31,509 11.2

resulting increase in container movements:  11% increase

3 month measure

July – october 2016 July – october 2017 increase %

Domestic shippers 7,597 8,152 7.3

international shippers 1,869 2826 51.2

total 9,466 10,978 16.0

resulting increase in container movements:  16% increase

It is again difficult to draw definitive conclusions from this data given the limited period over which the extended tfes has been 
operating. however, it seems to indicate that the extension of the tfes has at least contributed to an increase in the shipment of 
tasmanian goods bound for overseas markets via the port of melbourne. the increase in freight movements can only be seen as a 
good outcome for tasports and the port of melbourne with increased freight traffic providing better financial outcomes for them 
and the shippers using their port facilities. greater freight volumes also lead to better economies of scale and, through freight 
aggregation, many tasmanian exporters are able to obtain improved freight rates for their produce. 

this, combined with larger vessels being brought online by searoad and toll, will also improve accessibility to regular services and 
competitive freight rates (which will not be influenced by seasonal perishable freight constraints). 

once again, data collected in the coming years will give a clearer indication of these trends. however, our direct consultations with 
tasmanian businesses gives us a high degree of confidence in these predictions.
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What do tasmanian 
business owners say?
While the numbers indicate that tasmanian businesses have supported the extension of the tfes to cover exports destined for 
international markets, in order to adequately measure the effectiveness of the extended tfes, we consulted with tasmanian 
exporters who are actively competing in the marketplace. this scheme has been introduced to benefit them; therefore, their 
opinions are important and should be carefully considered. 

to explore the benefits provided by the extended tfes, we compiled a series of case studies giving various business owners the 
opportunity to have their say on how their businesses have been positively impacted by the extended scheme. also included with the 
case studies are the outcomes of consultations we conducted with net sea freight, tasmania’s largest tfes specialist.

these case studies are a snapshot of tasmanian businesses, and therefore a reasonable starting point to gauge the wider opinion 
of the business community about freight and logistics, and the tfes as a support mechanism for “off-island” export of product to 
international markets. 

We are grateful to the following tasmanian exporters who have been interviewed as part of this process:

name type of exports industry sector

premium fresh Vegetables horticulture

Charlton farm  Vegetables horticulture

Wynyon farm Vegetables horticulture

australian honey products honey agriculture

greenham’s tasmania beef agriculture

fonterra butter, cheese and milk products agriculture

petuna seafoods atlantic salmon and Wild fisheries aquaculture

reid fruits Cherries horticulture

britton’s timbers speciality timber manufacturing manufacturing

bell bay aluminium aluminium production manufacturing

norske skog paper production manufacturing

net sea freight  tfes services
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discussion with Jim ertler – managing director

What business opportunity presented as a result of the TFES extension for international exports?

before the introduction of the extended tfes, exports to overseas markets were sporadic at best with high freight costs 
(due to no international freight service from tasmania) and the higher australian dollar making exports cost prohibitive. 

adding to this is the reduction of domestic distribution options as a result of the shrinking australian wholesale market.

the new scheme has enabled new markets to be explored and developed in asia, the middle east and europe leading 
to a diversification of domestic versus international markets. With domestic consumption remaining constant and with 
returns reducing, growth potential remains with overseas markets, allowing for further export volumes to be supplied 
at a sustainable price.

What has resulted since – including market development, amount of exports and to which destination(s?) 

International exports have increased significantly for premium fresh since 2016 and now represent 15 per cent of 
total volume and over 20 per cent of total annual revenue. the rate of growth is expected to remain steady at 3-5 per 
cent per annum in line with market developments and increasing exports to established customer bases in europe, the 
middle east and asia. 

What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – including number of new jobs?

premium fresh currently employs 180 staff and this fluctuates to 250 during peak harvest periods and reduces to 
a core employment level of 100 staff during off peak months. of these levels, 15 fte (fulltime equivalent employees) 
positions have been created including a biosecurity / quarantine officer to inspect all produce before it is shipped off-
island. 

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your business model? 

the confidence this new scheme has delivered has enabled premium fresh to invest in new infrastructure. this major 
investment in a purpose-built cool store allows all produce to be maintained at a constant controlled temperature until 
collection for shipping. 

this $400,000 investment made by premium fresh recognises the importance of developing best practice produce 
storage and the ongoing commitment to its markets both domestically and, increasingly, overseas. 

recognised as one of tasmania’s leading vegetable 
producers, premium fresh tasmania has been operating 
for approximately 55 years in the north-West region of 
tasmania. premium fresh has partnerships with over 80 
landholders to produce a variety of quality produce for 
domestic and overseas markets including carrots, onions, 
broccoli, shallots, turnips, beetroots, rhubarbs, leeks and 
asparagus.

P r e m i u m  F r e s h

Case study 1.
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Forth produce business wins 
national export award
What started as a small family farm in forth 
more than 60 years ago has now been 
transformed into a much bigger produce 
operation, with significant export clout.

premium fresh tasmania is still owned 
by three ertler brothers – Jim, rick and 
mike – and last week took out the regional 
exporter award at the australian export 
awards in Canberra. Combining its own 
produce with those of other tasmanian 
producers enables premium fresh to 
supply carrots, onions, swedes, turnips, 
echalions, shallots, leeks, brussels sprouts 
and asparagus to tasmanian, australian 
and international markets.

one of the keys to premium fresh’s export 
success has been to look beyond standard 
fresh produce offerings, Jim ertler said. 
“We have a number of products to improve 
our overall offering, such as echalions and 
asparagus, and that differentiates us from 
other exporters,” mr ertler said.

premium fresh exports to europe, united 
Kingdom, the middle east, south east asia 
and asia, with its export market accounting 
for about 20 per cent of its business. “We 
are certainly committed to exporting. the 
freight equalisation scheme being applied 
to exports two years ago has given us 
the confidence to export and invest in 
machinery,” mr ertler said.

“exporting has given us other options to get 
better returns,” he said.

premium fresh is expanding its asparagus 
line to keep up with demand, utilising 
machinery and staff in tasmania’s  off 
season to tap into overseas markets. 
“asparagus is only relatively new for us, so 
we’re looking to leverage sales of existing 
lines by using our asparagus,” mr ertler 
said. 

“We’re trying to improve by getting more 
out of our existing resources. asparagus 
season is november to January so we’re 
utilising  our equipment in the off season. 
We have been able to innovate and keep our 
quality consistent,” he said.

the regional exporter award recognises 
outstanding international success by a 
business with a head office in a regional 

area. While premium fresh had  won the 
tasmanian export award, mr ertler said 
they were surprised to take out the national 
award. “I think this is the first time a 
tasmanian company has won the regional 
exporter award nationally,” mr ertler said.

“the result was a team effort from 
everyone at premium fresh. they all focus 
on doing the job and it’s good that everyone 
can have that recognition,” he said.

there were eight finalists contesting this 
year’s regional exporter award, with 
premium fresh also named  a national 
finalist in 2011. 

News Article 

Source: The Advocate December 13th 2017
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 discussion with david addison, director of 
Charlton farm, and tim groom, managing director 
of Wynyon tasmania

What business opportunity presented as a result of the TFES extension for 
international exports?

the international export market for fresh produce was marginal before the introduction of 
the tfes extension for international freight. the high australian dollar, lack of international 
shipping services for tasmanian exporters and high freight costs via melbourne, coupled 
with a fiercely competitive international market made selling on price unachievable. the 
main competition came from new Zealand and, unfortunately, many international buyers 
failed to understand the distinction between new Zealand and tasmania at the time which 
exacerbated the difference in pricing we could sell our produce for. 

once the new tfes was introduced, the playing field was “leveled” allowing fresh produce 
from tasmania to compete on price and quality. this has resulted in improved product 
recognition and understanding of how the produce is grown and cultivated. as a result, our 
customers are also comfortable paying a reasonable price that guarantees better quality 
and consistency of supply. 

What has resulted since – including market development, amount of exports and to 
which destination(s)? 

before the tfes extension, our business was predominantly focused on the domestic 
australian market with less than 20 per cent being sold internationally. since the tfes 
extension in 2016, more than 60 per cent is exported internationally. We expect that this 
amount will grow over time in line with increased demand. our international markets include 
europe and, increasingly, asian countries. this diversification of markets protects farm 
operations from potential market failure and over-reliance on only the domestic market as 
the source of sales and revenue. 

the Charlton family heritage dates back to the 
mid 1800s in the moriarty area in the north-West 
of tasmania. similarly, the Wade family, growers 
who are based in the table Cape area of north-
West tasmania and own part of Wynyon pty ltd, 
have a family heritage in farming that dates back 
to the 1930s. 

Charlton farm produce pty ltd was formed in 
1993 while Wynyon pty ltd was formed in 2000. 
Collectively, this has created an abundance of 
knowledge and understandings – working with 
the land over a long period of time to create 
high quality produce for domestic australian 
and international markets.  Crops grown by the 
families include onions, potatoes, peas, beans, 
carrots, poppies and pyrethrum.

C h a r lT o n  F a r m  a n d 
W Y n Y o n  T a s m a n i a

Case study 2.
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What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – including number of new jobs? 

both Charlton farm and Wynyon use external contractors to assist with harvest and transportation of produce to markets. 
however, at peak production in seasonal months 20 people are employed directly with 10 seasonal employees being contracted as a 
result of the increasing export of produce to international markets. 

the increased production has also resulted in improved demand for seed and agronomy services and further utilisation of the 
irrigation schemes that have been developed. also, a number of new positions have been created by the various contractors who 
assist the farm production including tractor drivers, harvesters and truck drivers. this “ancillary” effect has, in turn, created a 
number of ongoing opportunities for local contractors to expand their operations. 

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your business model? 

the tfes extension and the resulting development of our international customer base have provided much needed confidence in our 
longer-term business model. to remain competitive in the export markets, some minor investments have already been made. but 
further significant investment will be required and, to have the confidence to make these significant investments, tasmania will need 
to have in place a long-term competitive freight rate to the world markets. Without a competitive freight rate, our business will not 
be able to further invest and this will not lead to positive outcomes for the business in the long term. 

further investment is anticipated in crop management that will create improved efficiencies in production. 
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discussion with yeonsoon bourke – marketing director

What business opportunity presented as a result of the TFES extension for international exports?

over 70 per cent of our business is for the export market. before the extension of the tfes we were still exporting, but this 
was more expensive and placed additional pressures on our business. since the tfes extension in 2016, we have been able to 
strengthen our exports and production and, in addition to our exports directly, we now supply approximately 70 tonnes of honey for 
other producers to market themselves. We export mainly to China and also to germany, Japan, oman, singapore, hong Kong and 
malaysia. additionally, we export live bees to Canada as tasmania remains one of the few regions globally that has disease (mites) 
free bees. We also supply small hive beetles.

our business employs 20 full-time staff and we employ an additional 12 casual staff during peak harvest times from december to 
february each year. 

What has resulted since – including market development, amount of exports and to which destination(s)? 

the extension of the tfes has given our business ongoing confidence to invest in new technology and equipment. In partnership with 
the australian government ($1.13m from an innovation grant), we have invested over $3 million over the last two years in equipment 
including an automated extracting machine allowing a more efficient harvest of honey. 

tasmanian honey producer australian honey 
products established itself in northern tasmania 
in the mid 1960s and acquired the longest 
running apiary in tasmania (est 1887) in 2007. 
honey products produced by australian honey 
products include tasmanian leatherwood honey 
and manuka honey. 

tasmanian honey is renowned for its premium 
quality and this has established australian 
honey products as a premium brand both within 
australia and overseas.  australian honey 
products were winners of the 2016 australian 
export awards – agribusiness. 

a u s T r a l i a n  h o n e Y 
P r o d u C T s
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What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – including number of new jobs? 

In addition to new investment, we have employed 8 new trainees to work in our business with 5 being appointed in the last 12 
months so we can cope with increasing production demands from our customers. 

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your business model? 

the reputation of our honey product continues to grow our business and the extension of the tfes has supported our growth into 
international markets. With increased investment in our business we will continue to focus on producing premium honey products 
for both australian and international markets.
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discussion with grant ryan –  
managing director

What business opportunity presented as a result of the TFES 
extension for international exports?

before the introduction of the tfes extension, our smithton operation 
focused on mainland exports – approximately 60 per cent of our 
business was exports to australian domestic markets with the 
remainder to international markets. the cost of export to international 
markets was the main inhibitor for our business increasing its 
presence overseas with a lack of cost-effective freight options making 
our exports less competitive in comparison with mainland producers. 

since 2016, however, this picture has changed significantly, with 
mainland exports now only representing 25% of our business and the 
remaining 75% being our exports to the united states, Japan and other 
asian countries.  

What has resulted since – including market development, 
amount of exports and to which destination(s)? 

the shifted focus towards our overseas customers has diversified 
our business so that we are no longer solely reliant on competitive 
australian domestic markets for sales. this has resulted in improved 
business confidence in our ability to be competitive and obtain best 
price for our product. 

our reputation as a supplier of choice with our overseas customers 
has also been enhanced leading us to refine our processes and invest 
in the further development of our farmer base within tasmania. 

from a sole trader family business in the mid-
1860s, hW greenham & sons pty ltd has grown 
into a multi-million dollar meat processing 
business incorporating greenham tasmania pty 
ltd operating at smithton in tasmania’s pristine 
north-west and with buying and export centres in 
tongala (northern Victoria). 

greenham buys cattle from local suppliers 
through its liveweight scale operations or “over 
the hooks” trading at its plants. the tongala plant 
processes mainly cast-for-age dairy cows for 
export to the usa. the smithton plant produces 
some of the world’s best grass-fed beef under 
the Cape grim label. It’s now found on the menus 
of australia’s leading restaurants and export 
demand continues to grow rapidly.

g r e e n h a m  T a s m a n i a
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What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – including 
number of new jobs? 

Currently greenham tasmania employs approximately 220 people at 
our smithton operation and these numbers have remained relatively 
consistent, making us one of the larger employers in north-West 
tasmania. our focus on best practice continues through reinvestment 
in our plant and equipment and also in our staff.

the majority of our ongoing investment, however, is focused on 
developing our supplier base located in Circular head, King Island, 
flinders Island and southern tasmania. We are a supplier of premium 
tasmanian beef that is gmo free and primarily grass-fed. 

this is one of the major attraction points for our product, 
therefore, educating our farmers on these benefits and associated 
methodology(s) is vitally important to our reputation. 

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your business 
model? 

Changing the business environment to make our exports to overseas 
markets competitive with mainland australia and international 
suppliers cannot be overstated. this development has changed our 
business for the better and instilled an improved confidence for 
longer-term investment and further market development. 
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discussion with brendan miller –  
general manager, supply and development

What business opportunity presented as a result of the TFES extension for international exports?

fonterra’s tasmanian operations are export-focused and demand-driven with international market fluctuations driving price and 
supply. the opportunity to become more competitive through the introduction of the tfes for international exports was seen as a 
game changer for fonterra. 

the opportunity to compete on quality of produce and price alone is very welcome and has created a level playing field for us with 
mainland and overseas producers. 

What has resulted since – including market development, amount of exports and to which destination(s)? 

the focus for fonterra in tasmania has been the ongoing investment in our processing facilities in Wynyard and spreyton to 
improve operating efficiencies (with technologies) and the quality of the product we make for our domestic and overseas customers.

What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – including number of new jobs? 

While our employment numbers have remained largely the same, we are concentrating on investing in our plant and equipment to 
cope with increasing milk supply and, in turn, growing our milk pool to supply our factories. 

having the tfes for international exports available for our products has provided additional incentive for these investments to 
occur. 

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your business model? 

Confidence in our long-term business model has improved along with renewed focus on expansion into international markets.  

the fonterra australia operation employs 
approximately 1,200 people throughout australia 
who are involved directly in the processing of 
around 1.7 billion litres of milk annually. many 
of the well-known australian brands use this 
milk to produce a range of dairy foods including 
butter, cheese, milk powder products and 
fresh milk. brands such as perfect Italiano, 
mainland, Western star, bega and anchor rely 
on fonterra’s milk distribution to make their 
products. 

In tasmania, fonterra has a significant holding 
of the farm milk supply with a large number of 
farms (approximately 280) supplying fonterra 
under contract. fonterra operates factory 
processing sites in Wynyard and spreyton in 
north-West tasmania producing butter, cheese 
and powders for domestic (within australia) and 
overseas markets.

F o n T e r r a  a u s T r a l i a
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Fonterra to invest $12m in 
Tasmanian production increase 
dairy giant fonterra australia  will invest 
$12 million in expanding operations at 
Wynyard and spreyton. fonterra managing 
director  rene dedoncker announced 
a boost in milk processing, cheese making 
and lactose capacity last year.  he said the 
company’s Wynyard plant had capacity to 
increase production by 18 per cent. 

on Wednesday, fonterra australia 
regional operations manager south 
steve taylor  said fonterra would spend 
about $165 million to increase processing 
capacity at seven sites, including five in 
Victoria. It’s understood about $9.7 million 
will be spent at Wynyard, while $1.8 million 
will be invested at spreyton. 

“the latest investment of almost $12 million 
will cover upgrades and projects to boost 
capacity and improve efficiencies at both 
plants,” mr taylor said. 

“demand is growing and it is also important 
we show our domestic and export markets 
that we’re ready to meet their needs.”

In september, fonterra australia Wynyard 
plant manager darren smart said he 
expected the facility would be “crawling 
with workers” as operations were 
increased.

mr taylor said fonterra australia’s total 
milk intake had reached two billion litres in 
Victoria and tasmania, with the company 
employing an additional 15 drivers after 
investing more than $8 million in 14 truck 
and trailer units across  Victoria and 
tasmania.

“our australian milk pool has grown by 
400 million litres this season, and with this 
new investment we plan to grow our milk 
further which we expect will come through 
growth from our existing farmers who 
wish to grow, coupled with milk from new 
suppliers joining fonterra,” mr taylor said. 

primary Industries minister Jeremy rockliff 
said the expansion was evidence  that 
industry confidence was also growing. he 
said he expected the fonterra Wynyard 
site would increase cheddar production by 
around 3900mt.

“dairy is a pillar of tasmanian agriculture 

valued at nearly $400 million at the farm 
gate and is a vital part of the hodgman 
government’s vision to increase the value 
of agriculture to $10 billion by 2050,” mr 
rockliff said. 

“I look forward to seeing the works 
completed at both Wynyard and spreyton, 
and what this might mean for increased 
employment in those regions.” 

shadow minister for primary Industries 
shane broad also welcomed the investment.

“We know the north-West hasn’t benefited 
from improvements in the economy as 
much as the south of the state, so this is 
doubly important,” mr broad said.

“this is a vote of confidence in our 
tasmanian dairy industry and is welcome 
news after recent challenges like the sale 
of edith Creek and milk price reductions.”

News Article 

Source: The Advocate January 24th 2018 
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discussion with tim hess – 
director and petuna ambassador

What business opportunity presented as a result of the 
TFES extension for international exports?

exports to overseas markets have not been undertaken by 
petuna in any great quantity due to limited product supply 
and the price of transportation. International exports make 
up approximately 5 per cent of total sales. however, the tfes 
extension has opened up the opportunity for petuna to be a 
competitive supplier of markets such as China, south-east 
asia and the united states. In fact, we are already working 
towards significant exports to these and other markets in 
2018. 

What has resulted since – including market 
development, amount of exports and to which 
destination(s)? 

our factory trawler charter will recommence in 2018 and 
total production per harvest load, including 1,600 tonnes of 
fresh fish and 200 tonnes of fish meal (over two voyages), will 
be predominantly exported to europe, south-east asia and 
the united states.

the economics of exporting have become more viable with 
the tfes extension and this may enable more opportunities 
for offshore fishing exports in the future. 

established with their first commercial fishing 
boat in 1949, petuna seafoods (petuna deriving 
its name from peter and una rockliff who 
started the company) is one of tasmania’s 
most established operations, pioneering ocean 
trout and atlantic salmon aquaculture in 1991. 
employing over 340 people throughout sites 
in north and north-West tasmania, petuna 

continues to produce a variety of quality 
fish products for domestic and overseas 
consumption in partnership with sealord new 
Zealand (since 2010). 

P e T u n a  s e a F o o d s
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What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – 
including number of new jobs? 

the main outcome of our factory trawler operations and 
selected atlantic and ocean trout exports overseas is to 
diversify our sales base and satisfy select markets overseas. 

If our production allows and the costs of exporting overseas 
remain constant, then we envisage further development 
in our markets in europe, south-east asia and the united 
states.

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your 
business model? 

Confidence in our export markets continues to grow now 
that the tfes extension has been introduced and this will in 
time allow us to develop our markets further especially into 
China for wild fish and farmed salmon.
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discussion with nick featherstone –  
Chief financial officer

What business opportunity presented as a result of the TFES 
extension for international exports?

reid fruits cherry production is focused mainly on international export. 
before the extension of the tfes for international exports, reid fruits was 
already exporting (via airfreight from melbourne). the tfes extension has 
assisted the company to expand these export markets.

Cherries are shipped to melbourne on refrigerated vehicles and then 
exported from melbourne airport in air containers to over a dozen 
countries, including asian and middle eastern destinations. 

70 per cent of production is for international markets with the remainder 
sold in domestic markets on the australian mainland. total production for 
the current season is expected to be around 1,300 tonnes which is a new 
peak for the business and production will continue to increase over the 
coming years.

What has resulted since – including market development, amount 
of exports and the which destination(s)? 

as well as helping us to expand existing export markets, the extension to 
the tfes has helped us to explore new market opportunities, particularly 
for 2nd grade cherries to markets such as the middle east to provide 
additional demand for our product and to help ease pressure on the 
australian domestic market. 

since the tfes extension, ongoing development has accelerated including 
additional cherries being planted at the orchard in the derwent Valley, 
a 2nd purpose-built processing shed and cherry grading machinery in 

the reid fruits legacy dates back to 1856 
when mr James reid settled in the huon Valley 
and planted fruit trees on his property. these 
orchards have expanded to include apple and 
cherry production with 100ha in the derwent 
Valley dedicated to cherry production for 
predominantly international markets. 

significant investments in modern orchard 
facilities and fruit handling equipment continue 
to assist in expanding reid fruits’ operations.  
seasonally, 450 pickers and 300 packers help 
harvest and pack valuable crops.

r e i d  F r u i T s
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the huon Valley ($3 million) and the development of another 36ha cherry 
orchard in the southern midlands of tasmania (valued at $5 million). the 
new orchard will begin producing commercial volumes of cherries from 
2019/20 onwards. 

What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – including 
number of new jobs? 

the company’s permanent staff complement has risen from 23 to 30 during 
this time, including full-time administration and management personnel 
assisting with business operations. 

reid fruits also employs seasonal pickers and packers to harvest cherries 
in december and January annually. the seasonal staff requirement will 
continue to increase over the coming years, particularly once production 
commences at the new 36ha orchard.

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your business 
model? 

the ongoing confidence gained through improved access to international 
markets has translated into further investment for the business and 
expansion of operations to satisfy increasing demand for our product.  

this ongoing expansion is in line with tasmanian and australian 
government strategies to significantly expand horticultural production and 
exports.



discussion with shawn britton – director

What business opportunity presented as a result of the TFES extension for 
international exports?

the opportunity to expand the exports of tasmanian timbers to our international customers 
was the main outcome of introducing the tfes for international exports. before 2016, our 
business did trade overseas but, due to the cost of freight, we were not as competitive as 
mainland and overseas timber producers. however, we are pleased to confirm that with the 
tfes assistance, our exports have expanded and we are now exporting to China (75 per cent 
of export sales), malaysia, singapore and new Zealand. 

What has resulted since – including market development, amount of exports and to 
which destination(s)? 

our business now directly employs 85 employees, as well as engaging 30 contractors 
(involved in harvest and haulage) and 50 wholesale distribution personnel in sydney, 
melbourne and brisbane. our business is also involved in importing speciality timber 
from international partners seeking to provide niche products for furniture and building 
applications. 

What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – including number of new jobs? 

our business continues to expand in line with demand and also available co-investment 
opportunities in technology and efficiencies. With the demand for our timbers in furniture, 
flooring applications and building, we will continue to seek the co-operation of our 
contractors to secure supply to meet the demands of our markets.

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your business model? 

the building of our overseas customer demand has been the single biggest outcome for our 
business which has diversified our business base and resulting sales growth.

the britton name has been synonymous with 
quality timber and outstanding customer 
service for more than 100 years. from humble 
beginnings in tasmania’s timber-rich north-West 
Coast, britton timbers has grown to become 
one of australia’s largest processors of certified 
native hardwoods for decorative and appearance 
purposes as well as one of the largest importers 
of sustainably-produced exotic hardwoods.

through its partnerships with hardwood 
processors in the usa, europe and south-east 
asia, britton timbers is able to source any 
hardwood specified in the australian market. 
timbers available for export include tasmanian 
oak and tasmanian blackwood and current 
export markets include China, malaysia, usa and 
new Zealand.

B r i T T o n  T i m B e r s
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discussion with lou Clark – Community relations specialist

What business opportunity presented as a result of the TFES extension for international exports?

aluminium is a light, strong, flexible, noncorrosive and infinitely recyclable metal. bba produces a wide range of speciality high 
quality products cast from low carbon aluminium produced using renewable energy. the majority of bba’s metal is cast to 
customer requirements, either as pure aluminium or aluminium alloys. some metal is, however, sold directly in a hot state, to ecka 
granules at bell bay to produce aluminium powders and pastes.

the metal produced at bell bay is widely used in the transport, construction, packaging and electrical industries. annually, bba 
exports more than 75 per cent of its product to international markets. bba produces approximately 190 kt of primary aluminium a 
year. around 140 kt of this is exported and of this, around half (70 kt) is containerised product. 

primary markets for bba’s metal include asia, mainly China, south Korea and Japan as well as India and south africa.

What has resulted since – including market development, amount of exports and to which destination(s) 

as a tasmanian-based manufacturer exporting internationally, shipping has historically been one of the most expensive 
components of freight export for bba. bba’s freight profile means that it currently achieves close to the optimum needs due to a 
relatively large volume which is consistently distributed across the year. 

despite this, bba’s shipping costs have remained higher than comparable operations exporting goods from other australian ports. 
flexible transhipment methods using a mix of domestic and international lines are important in terms of exporting bba’s product. 

Cost equalised shipping from tasmania to link in with frequent international services provides flexibility which helps to best meet 
the requirements of bba’s international customers. the need for outcomes that support increasingly cost-competitive, reliable and 
sustainable shipping services is necessary to provide greater service choice and potentially lower freight costs for tasmania’s 
freight users and exporters. 

the extension of the tfes by the federal government and supported by the tasmanian government, has been a positive step 
towards improved freight outcomes for major industries like bba. 

the first aluminium smelter in the southern 
hemisphere began operation in 1955 at bell bay in 
northern tasmania.

the beginnings of this important tasmanian 
industry go back as early as 1927 when the 
minerals and power Concessions syndicate of 
london selected bell bay as the most suitable site 
in australia for the establishment of an aluminium 
factory due to the anticipated availability of 
cheap hydro power and the existence of a nearby 
location for a deep-water port.

however, it wasn’t until 1945, with the formation 
of the australian aluminium production 
Commission under the Australian Aluminium 
Industry Agreement Act 1944, that the idea was 
placed on a firm footing. since october 2011, 
the bell bay smelter, known now as bell bay 
aluminium (bba), has operated as part of pacific 
aluminium, a wholly owned subsidiary of rio 
tinto.

B e l l  B a Y  a l u m i n i u m
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What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – including number of new jobs? 

bba is situated on the mouth of the tamar river, in northern tasmania. bba directly employs 430 people from around the 
region and, on a typical day, up to 70 contractors are also undertaking work at the smelter. 

Independent studies have found that bba, directly and indirectly, employs approximately 1,500 tasmanians, and contributes 
$690 million per annum to gross state product. the smelter annually spends around $160 million purchasing goods and 
services from over 300 tasmanian suppliers and pays approximately $47 million in salaries each year.

as well as being one of tasmania’s major exporters, bba is also a major consumer of the state’s electricity. bba’s continued 
presence in tasmania as a major contributor to state government revenues and employment provides a solid foundation 
for tasmania’s future and its sustainable economic growth. the competitiveness of freight is one of a number of key 
determinants of the smelter’s ongoing viability. 

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your business model? 

the market price paid for aluminium produced by bba is determined largely by reference to the london metals exchange. 
to remain competitive in a global market, the tfes extension to exports is one of a number of business initiatives that has 
provided ongoing business confidence for bba’s continued presence in tasmania.

as the world moves toward a low carbon future, this confidence has the potential to translate into investment for the 
business and expansion of operations to satisfy and take advantage of increasing international demand for greener, more 
sustainable, low-carbon products such as bba’s speciality aluminium.
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discussion with dale richards –  
operations manager norske skog boyer mill

What business opportunity presented as a result of the TFES extension for international exports?

there has been a significant reduction in the demand of newsprint in australia since 2008. as a result, we have targeted increased 
sales into new export markets, predominantly in asia. approximately 35 per cent of total mill production and around 65 per cent of 
our newsprint production now goes to export.

export markets are extremely competitive and to be successful you need to have an efficient operation and a low cost base, 
including shipping. unfortunately, direct access to our international markets is very limited from tasmania and therefore we have 
to ship most of our product via the mainland to link up with competitive international shipping services and to meet our customer 
requirements.

this additional sea leg (bass strait) and handling significantly increases shipping costs, thereby making it difficult to be competitive. 
the extended tfes has greatly assisted in offsetting some of our additional shipping costs and has therefore enabled the boyer mill 
to remain competitive and grow our position in export markets. 

the competitiveness of freight services is one of the key determinants in the mill’s viability and the security of all the direct and 
indirect jobs that our business provides.

What has resulted since – including market development, amount of exports and to which destination(s)? 

since the extension of the tfes, the volume of paper sales exported from the boyer mill has increased dramatically to approximately 
100,000 tonnes per annum. 

this is expected to grow as the domestic market for newsprint continues to decline. major destinations include India, China, new 
Zealand and hong Kong.

the ability to export has enabled the boyer mill to maintain newsprint production, and to retain associated direct and indirect jobs 
as well as the mill’s significant economic contribution to the local and tasmanian economies. 

situated in southern tasmania, the boyer mill 
produced australia’s first newsprint in 1941 and 
remains one of the state’s major employers with 
a direct workforce of approximately 300 people. 
the mill also provides many jobs in the forest and 
transport industries across the state.  

the mill has two paper machines; one produces 
standard and improved newsprint and book 
paper and the second was converted from the 

production of newsprint to light weight coated 
paper in 2014 at a cost of $85 million. light weight 
coated paper is used in advertising catalogues 
and magazines. the boyer mill is the only mill 
in australia that produces these grades and 
supplies around 35 per cent of domestic demand. 

the mill is a major participant in the tasmanian 
forest Industry using softwood pine from 
certified plantations.

n o r s k e  s k o g

Case study 10.
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What regional impact has resulted for Tasmania – including number of new jobs? 

In the case of the boyer mill, it is not so much the creation of new jobs but the retention of existing direct and 
indirect jobs including some 100 contractors who rely on the mill to support their businesses and provide work for 
their employees. the mill is also a major consumer of the state’s electricity, rail services and plantation softwood 
timber. 

It is estimated that the boyer mill’s net benefit to the tasmanian economy is $350 million annually, making it one of 
the state’s major economic contributors. 

What other positive outcomes have resulted for your business model? 

the tfes extension has been very important to our overall business model in helping to maintain and grow access 
to international markets that are critical to our ongoing viability.

this, in turn, has provided confidence to our owners to continue to make significant capital investments in the 
long-term future of the mill including initiatives such as improved energy efficiency upgrades ($3.4 million in capital 
expenditure) and the establishment of a large scale prototype plant ($7 million) to investigate the establishment of a 
new biochemical industry in tasmania in conjunction with current operations.

further investment opportunities are also being considered. this work would not have been possible without 
confidence in our base business.
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Among these emerging trends identified by Net Sea Freight:

 •  International exports are increasing post 2016 (confirmed by the data provided by 
tasports and port of melbourne)

 •  resulting use of the tfes (domestic) and tfes (international extension) continue to 
increase in line with export growth

 •  some bulk products are now being containerised, although this is not in significant 
quantities to date, and it is predominantly aimed at offering greater efficiency to 
international customers with the logistics of delivery as it is often more convenient to ship 
containers direct to multiple end points.   

net sea freight also told us that a number of tasmanian exporters may not fully understand the tfes 
and their eligibility for it, particularly where terms of sale are ex tasmania. this is concerning as it 
places these exporters at a disadvantage compared to their tasmanian and mainland competitors.  
as a result, their ability to expand and invest in their business infrastructure and market development 
could also be impeded. 

net sea freight suggested that the tasmanian and australian governments could do more to get 
information about tfes to these businesses, including on how to improve tfes claims. this could 
be done through general education forums in conjunction with industry associations or access to 
department-approved Claims agents and logistics experts for tailored “one on one” advice services. 
net sea freight suggested the tailored advice option could deliver better guidance specific to each 
business owner and thereby yield better results.

*note: the tasmanian government previously provided assistance for a freight expert advisory panel 
aimed at supporting small business owners with their respective freight tasks.4 

as tasmania’s largest tfes specialist 
(providing an administrative claims service 
on behalf of tasmanian exporters and/
or domestic shippers), net sea freight–
tasmania is well positioned to provide 
feedback on the emerging trends in regard 
to tasmania’s ongoing freight task as it 
relates to the tfes.

n e T  s e a  F r e i g h T

Case study 11.

4 https://www.stategrowth.tas.gov.au/infrastructure_tasmania/freight/planning/advisory-panel
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Conclusions and 
recommendations 
tasmania continues to play its part on the national stage as a net exporter of a diverse range of goods to both mainland and 
overseas markets. In order to ensure that the freight rates faced by tasmanian businesses remain competitive with those of their 
mainland counterparts, the tasmanian freight equalisation scheme (tfes) for both domestic and international exports provides an 
“even break” for tasmanian exporters and allows them to compete effectively on quality.

the extension of the tfes to include eligible goods being shipped to the mainland on their way to overseas markets is achieving its 
objective: to address the disadvantage faced by tasmanian businesses as a result of high freight costs, thereby improving their 
competitiveness and helping them to grow. It has thus removed a significant impediment holding back tasmania as a recognised 
international exporter of premium brand consumer and manufactured products to international markets. 

the importance of the australian government removing this hurdle cannot be overstated as a game changer for tasmania and this 
is reflected in the positive feedback of the various tasmanian businesses featured in this report. tasmanian exporters are now 
able to access export options from both domestic shippers and international shippers (with transhipment at mainland ports) that 
provide regular services to tasmania. Compared to the “one size fits all approach” that prevailed until just a few years ago with 
one dedicated international shipping service, the range of options available now is a testament to improved economic conditions, 
business confidence and recognition of tasmania’s increasing significance in global freight tasks. 

separately, the ongoing commitment by searoad and toll to delivering new vessels to increase capacity and reduce seasonal 
constraints on their respective services has been welcomed by the wider tasmanian business community. Increasing supply 
through the investment in larger vessels, in line with export demand, will deliver the reduction in freight costs sought by tasmanian 
exporters.

as expected, the take-up rate of claims under the tfes for international exports has increased from its inception in 2016. more 
tasmanian exporters are developing their markets overseas and this investment in market development is now producing an 
increased demand for tasmanian product, larger production rates and higher sales receipts for tasmanian exporters. 

positive outcomes for tasmanian business
a number of common themes emerged from the numerous conversations that took place while compiling the case studies featured 
in this report. 

 • Improved confidence in business model 

 • new investment in plant and equipment

 • additional development in international markets

 • diversification of income base

 • less reliance on domestic markets (australia)

 • Improved employment outcomes (part time and full time)

 • Innovative product development and design for new markets

listening to the business representatives while preparing this report, the common themes of improved confidence, willingness to 
invest and overall positivity for the long-term future is noticeable and helps to explain why the tfes for international exports was 
supported so vigorously by so many tasmanian business owners and industry representatives.   

While many tasmanian exporters have experienced growth as a result of the introduction of the enhanced tfes, it is also important 
to recognise the flow-on benefits that have resulted for smaller businesses and contractors that provide support services to 
the larger exporters. these “satellite businesses”, have also experienced positive outcomes on the back of the tasmanian export 
businesses they support including new employment, increased investment and additional trading activities. the resulting multiplier 
effect they contribute to regional tasmanian communities in particular, is also worth considering as part of understanding the 
bigger picture. 
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ongoing Challenges
While the overwhelming messages about the extension to the tfes were positive, some challenges were identified as areas for 
possible enhancements to the scheme. In particular, more can be done to make tasmanian exporters aware of their eligibility to 
claim under the tfes so that the scheme is maximised as it was envisaged. While information forums can help promote the tfes at a 
broad level, a specific tailored advice service, particularly aimed at small and newly exporting businesses, would be the best option 
to ensure tasmanian exporters do not miss out on their entitlement and the opportunity to offset their respective freight costs. 

funding such a service could be a role for government at a Commonwealth or a state level. alternatively, tasmanian exporters could 
seek specialist advice (on a fee for service basis from freight and logistics experts) that is tailored to their specific requirements. 
Industry associations for the various tasmanian industry sectors could also play their part to educate their members on the tfes 
and the benefits it provides for domestic and international exports. 

research into the broader economic contribution the tfes makes to the tasmanian economy should also be considered. any 
independent research, in conjunction with stakeholders including tasmanian exporters, freight and logistics providers and 
government, would be worthwhile to understand the key economic outcomes including:

 • additional employment for tasmanian exporters

 • additional employment and investment for supporting businesses including contractors and service providers 

 • multiplier effect for regional communities 

 • leveraged investment for business in plant and equipment, product innovation and technology

 •  other benefits not considered including new market development, skill enhancements for employees and longer-term 
considerations resulting from higher participation in international markets.

this research would be beneficial to key stakeholders by providing further evidence of the benefits the extended tfes delivers, 
and by identifying opportunities for further development. We recommend the australian and tasmanian governments consider 
facilitating this research.

In summary, continuing the tfes extension is vital to maintain the momentum and build on the outcomes already achieved by 
tasmanian exporters since 2016. the demonstrated outcomes and resulting benefits to date prove that the tfes scheme is a 
valuable and significant support mechanism that provides tangible benefits for tasmania. 




